Course Review: Old Back 9 At Mountain High
There’s an interesting history to The Old Back 9 At
Mountain High in Bend. Mountain High Golf Course
existed on China Hat Road just south of Bend between 1990 and 2002. Part of the front nine bordered
Highway 97 just south of town, and Lost Tracks is
only about a good 3-wood away. By most accounts,
Mountain High was a lush and popular course.
But the owners closed Mountain High in ’02 following
a longstanding water dispute with the City of Bend.
That spawned a lawsuit from a local homeowners
association, who sued because their development
covenant mandated a golf course. Ultimately a
judge agreed, but the decision included the caveat
that said “golf course” could be only nine holes. So
the owner rebuilt half the course — the back side
— and “The Old Back 9 At Mountain High” opened
(or re-opened, depending on how you look at it) in
2009.
The owner was notoriously grumpy about the situation, to be frank. He made clear that the front nine
was not coming back, and at several spots on the
course, large signs were posted stating that The Old
Back 9 was not a profitable enterprise, and listed a
date in 2018 when the course would close — related to the legal decision and the homeowners association covenant.
Against that backdrop, Don and Pete played The
Old Back 9 as part of Golf Week 2013 in Central
Oregon, along with Don’s high school classmates
Dave Cadd and Mitch Nosack. Again, this is literally
a re-creation of the former back nine at Mountain
High, so a unique feature is that the holes are numbered 10 through 18. It’s not a long layout, measuring about 2700 yards from the white tees and 2900
from the blues. Several of the holes are quite narrow, framed by mature Ponderosa pine trees.
There are several scoring opportunities at The Old
Back 9. From the whites, No. 3 — er, No. 12! — is
only 265 yards and runs downhill as you approach
the green. But it’s narrow, so you have to weigh hitting your driver vs. a more accurate fairway wood
off the tee box. No. 13 is a 442-yard par 5, but it’s
very tight, with trees both right and left and homes
past the trees. But your best chance to have a really

good hole is No. 18, a par 4 that measures only 217
yards. That’s not a typo — 217. It is slightly uphill,
there are trees and fenced OB property both right
and left, but hit it correctly and you could be on the
green and putting for eagle!
There’s no range at The Old Back 9, but there is a
practice green. There is a nice restroom complex
near the 13th green/14th tee. The pro shop has limited snack fare, but there are distinctive logo balls
featuring a large numeral 9 in the design. And if you
want a golf car, they’re available, but they are all
“convertibles” — topless, no roofs (see above). That
seems odd given the plentiful (and very hot in the
summer) Central Oregon sun.
Most interestingly, the signs announcing the course’s
impending 2018 closure have been taken down.
Whether that’s an indication of a change in plans
is unknown. It seems entirely possible that The Old
Back 9 has found a niche as a reasonably priced, 9hole alternative to the Bend area’s plethora of high
end, expensive tracks. And there are seemingly
endless rumors about one group or another buying
the course and resurrecting the front nine. Only time
will tell.

